Directions for the Assembly of the Aladdin Collapsible Tripod

The Aladdin Collapsible Tripod consists of four parts, a tripod centre ring and three removable arms. The Tripod ring is packed in this envelope with one arm in position to illustrate how the remaining arms are to be assembled in the ring. (See Fig. 1.) To complete the tripod assembly push long curved end of one of the loose arms through hole "A" (see Fig. 2) in the direction shown by arrow "B" up to the point where the straight section of the arm begins. Arm should be threaded through hole carefully so as not to bend the inner flange of tripod ring. Now press the curved end of the arm down as shown by arrow "C" until it is directly over the curved opening in the underside of tripod ring. Apply sufficient pressure until arm is forced down firmly into bottom of slot, similar to arm already in position. Revolve ring and insert third arm in hole "B" in same manner as was followed for second arm. This completes the assembly.

HOW TO FIT TRIPOD TO GALLERY

To place tripod in position on gallery—set gallery on table in position as shown in Fig. 3. Put assembled tripod down over gallery with the open side of tripod ring downwards and hooks at ends of arms upward as shown. Press tripod ring down firmly until it becomes seated all around on bottom flange on gallery (see Fig. 4). Do not attempt to seat tripod ring by pressing down on projecting arms but apply pressure direct to top of tripod ring only. Tripod may be fitted either before or after mantle or chimney has been fitted to gallery.
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